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he early excitement of application of coding and information theory to biology could not continue further due
to several reasons like underdevelopment of both the
fields. Now after 50 years, our understanding of biology
is increasing day by day due to genomic research. The goal of
this article is to give a brief account of the recent developments in codes and biology. In particular, we focus on the
existence of error correction in biology.
Computing and communications are two broad areas where
information theory has direct impact. The field of information
theory begins with the work of Shannon in 1948, and since
then, it has found applications and interactions in various
fields including biology and chemistry [1]. The early excitement about its applications to biology could not continue further as the following observation was made in 1956 in a
conference organized by Yockey:

T

Information Theory is very strong on the negative side,
i.e., in demonstrating what cannot be done; on the positive side its application to the study of living things has
not produced many results so far; it has not yet led to
the discovery of new facts, nor has its application to
known facts been tested in critical experiments. To date,
a definitive and valid judgment of the value of information theory in biology is not possible. [2]
This conclusion seems to be obvious because it was given
only three years after the discovery of DNA structure and
after nine years of the discovery of Shannon’s information
theory. Both the fields were quite young, and it was ahead
of time when people were mixing the two. Yockey also
wrote a book on this subject [3]. In another development on
the counterpart field of information theory, that is, coding
theory, there was work motivated by the discovery of the
genetic code [4]. Several people including Golomb worked
on comma-free codes [4].
At the threshold of a new century, our understanding of
biology is now increasing day by day, and with the
advancement of sequencing technology, we have the
whole human genome stretched out before us. We now
have with us the periodic table of biology. There is a need
to look again with the new information in our hands for
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the applications of these communications technologies
(coding and information theory) to biology. We are fortunate that we can safely divide the field into several subfields. Currently, the discipline can be divided roughly
into four major directions:
1) applications of information theory to biology
2) existence of error correction in biological information
processing
3) applications of coding theory to biomolecular computing
(e.g., DNA computing)
4) applications of coding theory to computational molecular biology and bioinformatics.
Of course there is some overlap in these fields. In this article, we focus on second development and provide a brief
account of the work. The first idea of possible connections
between them (more precisely, the following question: Is there
an error correction in the DNA sequence?) arose in the
author’s mind during his Ph.D. studies around 1998. After
searching the literature, this author became aware of the work
of Liebovitch et al. [5]. They could not find simple error-correcting codes in the base sequence of DNA. They were searching for simple error-correcting codes. Clearly, their approach
was very basic, and it is unlikely to work. From their work,
this author came to know the work of Forsdyke (1981) [6] and
Rzeszowska-Wolny (1983) [7]. The first paper looked at error
detection in intron sequences, and the second paper looked at
the question of error correction in the genetic code. These
papers are earlier attempts. There is a mixed response about
the error correction in DNA sequences. On one side, there are
biologists, like Forsdyke [8], who are optimistic about it and,
on the other hand, biophysicists, like Patel [9], who are sure
that there is no error correction. Finally in August 2002, a parity code (error-detecting code) was discovered in the
nucleotide alphabet by Mac Dónaill [10]. This author also
became aware that most of the coding theorists are unaware
about this area partly because most of these papers are in biology or chemistry journals. Schneider, together with his colleagues, has tried to develop a theory of molecular machines
and molecular information theory (see [11]–[15] and the references therein) in recent years. In fact, more recently, Toby
Berger of Cornell University gave a Shannon lecture at the
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in Switzerland on “Living Information Theory.” He describes
a mathematical model of neural coalition [16]. Finally, we
should mention the following words of von Neumann:
It is easy to note that the number of nerve actuation’s
which occur in a normal lifetime must be of the order of
1020 . Obviously, during this chain of events, there never
occurs a malfunction which cannot be corrected by the
organism itself, without any significant outside intervention. The system must, therefore, contain the necessary
arrangements to diagnose errors as they occur, to readjust
the organism so as to minimize the effects of errors. [17]
Brief History and Preliminaries

To make the article self-contained, we include a brief summary
of molecular biology, information theory, and coding theory.
We start with some fundamental questions. Erwin Schrodinger
[18] wrote a book, What Is Life?, in 1944. He was a physicist
writing about life before the discovery of DNA structure. After
60 years, we have now another book written by a computer scientist Eric Baum [19] What Is Thought? He tried to explain
thought process on the basis of computation. One can ask
another question: What is the difference between life and matter? In other words, we can ask what the smallest unit of life is.
Perhaps it is a cell or maybe a virus. Is it information? See the
review of Casti [20]. Gitt tried to explain even the origin of life
in his book In the Beginning Was Information [21]. It is worthwhile to mention that there is a spin-glass model of the origin
of life [22], and, surprisingly, spin-glass has a naive connection
with coding theory [23]. Ising spin-glasses are just a collection
of N particles with spin ±1. In the problem of magnetism, the
Ising spin represents whether the microscopic magnetic
moment is pointing up or down. The energy of a spin glass
depends on the values of the spins and the strengths of the
interactions among the particles. The energy of the whole system for a specific configuration is given by the Hamiltonian
(see [24] for details). A lot of work has been done on spin glass
and coding theory, and, remarkably, this gives Shannon capacity achieving codes. An analogy between the concepts in coding
theory and spin glasses is shown below (see Table 1) [24].
For a connection between spin glass and biology see [25]. It
appears that nature is already using optimal coding techniques,
if any. One has to be very careful while trying to generalize
Shannon’s idea of information theory to biology. Shannon’s
information theory deals with point-to-point communication,
and it is also like interorganism communication. To understand
various biological communication systems and biological computing, we need to answer several questions. We have to
answer first what information is [26]. Some related work
between information theory and biology can be found in
[27]–[35]. There are some comments about the role of information theory in biology by Shannon himself and Peter Elias (see
[16]). In fact, von Neumann tried to develop the mathematical
foundations of biology during last stages of his life [36]. The
idea of von Neumann about genetic information is discussed by
Chaitin at greater length in [37]. It is also worthwhile to mention the work of Bennett about the biosynthesis of messenger
RNA as an example of reversible computation [38].

Communication, now known as information theory. Information
theory is about sending the information from here to there
(transmission) and sending information from now to then (storage). Information theory sets bounds on what can be done or
what cannot be done, but it never tells you how to do that. A
constructive counterpart to Shannon’s theory is algebraic and
combinatorial coding theory, which tells you how to do it. The
father of coding theory is Richard W. Hamming, who was also
at Bell Labs at the time of the birth of Shannon’s information
theory. It was out of a frustration of errors made by that era’s
computers that Hamming created his binary codes for correcting
single errors in computers of that time. We should mention that
the Hamming codes were known to Fisher [40], [41] in a different context. He discovered binary Simplex codes (dual of
Hamming codes) in 1942 and later generalized them to prime
powers in 1945. There is an old history for binary codes as well.
It appears that the first five-letter binary code was discovered by
Francis Bacon in 1605 in advancement of learning called
Omnia per Omnia. This was the time when there were only 24
letters in English alphabet. Early in the 19th century in France,
Joseph Marie Jacquard designed the first binary-coded punched
cards for operating looms. George Boole gave the algebra of
propositional calculus that forms the basis of the modern design
of computer logic. A French engineer, Emile Baudot, discovered a binary cyclic-permuted code (now, often called Gray
code because it was patented by Frank Gray on 17 March 1953
[42]). Gray code represented a major advancement in telegraphy
and has various other applications. We will see later how Gray
code is connected to molecular biology. Readers who are unfamiliar with the next 50 years of information theory and coding
theory can see a commemorative issue of IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory published in 1998 [1], [43]. It took almost
50 years to achieve Shannon capacity by iterative decoding procedures, low-density parity check codes, and turbo codes.
Coding and information theory is now facing new challenges in
wireless communications, multiple-input, multiple-output
(MIMO) communication systems, and networking. Is it the right
time to ask about biological coding theory, biological information theory, living coding theory, or living information theory?
Molecular Biology

This section is based on a book written by Lander and
Waterman [44]. Molecular biology grew out of two complementary experimental approaches to studying biological
function: genetics and biochemistry. Genetics can be traced
Table 1. Analogy between coding theory and spin glasses.
Coding Theory

Spin Glasses

Error-correcting code

Spin Hamiltonian

Signal to noise

J02
J 2

Maximum likelihood

Find a ground state

decoding
Error probability per bit

Ground state magnetization

Sequence of most

Magnetization at

probable symbols

temperature T = 1

Coding and Information Theory

Convolutional codes

One-dimensional spin-glasses

In 1948, Shannon [39] set the ground work for today’s
Information Technology. He gave A Mathematical Theory of

Viterbi decoding

Transfer matrix algorithm
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back to Gregor Mendel, whose experiments on peas generated
much interest in 1865 and showed the existence of genes in a
mathematical way in living organisms. Fisher analyzed
Mendel’s data many years later and concluded that they fit statistical expectation very well [45]. Biochemistry deals with
fractionating the molecules in a living organism with a goal of
purifying and characterizing the chemical components responsible for carrying out a particular function. It was found that
living organisms are composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen. They also contain small amounts of other elements such as sodium, potassium, magnesium, sulfur, manganese, and selenium. These elements are combined in a vast
array of complex macromolecules that can be classified into a
number of major types: proteins, nucleic acids, lipids (fat), and
carbohydrates (starch and sugar). Proteins are molecular miracles made of amino acids. Proteins have the most diverse range
of functions (examples include enzymes, which catalyze chemical reactions such as the digestion of food: structure molecules,
which make up hair, skin, and cell walls: transporters of substances, such as hemoglobin, which carries oxygen in blood:
transporters of information, such as receptors in the surface of
cells and insulin and other hormones). Most of the functions of
the cell are done by proteins. There are 20 distinct amino acids,
each with its own chemical properties. Each protein is defined
by its unique sequence of amino acids. There are about 100,000
distinct proteins in the human body. The amino acid sequence
of a protein causes it to fold into a particular three-dimensional
shape having the lowest energy. This gives a protein its specific
biochemical properties, i.e., its function. Predicting the structure
of a protein is an extremely challenging problem in mathematical optimization. Readers who want to learn more about molecular biology and biochemistry are referred to the excellent
books [44], [46], and [47]. Some other references about biological information processing are [48]–[50].
Existence of Coding Theory in Molecular Biology

This is probably one of the most difficult areas to understand
among the previous defined fields. Mojzsis et al. [51] have
mentioned that coding and information theory has been in
place in biology for at least 3.85 billions years. A very recent
connection has been established by Yockey between the origin
of life on earth and Shannon’s theory of communication and
evolution [52], [53]. One can look for the possible error-correction/detection schemes in living organisms at places where
some sort of information processing is going on. Living organisms process the information at various places [54]–[56],
although the processing of information and the corresponding
Table 2. Biological, functional, computational analogy
(from [58]).
Living organisms

Task

Computers

Signals from environment Input

Data

Sense organs

High level

Preprocessor

Nervous system + brain

Translation

Operating system +
compiler

Electrochemical signals

Low level

Machine code

Proteins

Execution

Electrical signals

DNA

Program

Programmer
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encoding could be quite different [54], [16]. This information
processing could be both classical and quantum. We need to
find out at what place what type of information processing is
going on. Our experience suggests that we should look for a
Turing machine first. A good starting place is a series of
papers written by Patel [57], [58], [54]. He speculates neatly
about the biological information processing and the structure
of information encoding [54]. He also gave an analogy
between living organisms and computers (see Table 2). This
could be a good starting point for us.
At some places, living systems process information without
coding [59]. While searching for error correction in living
organisms, we need to understand error correction very well.
In [60], von Neumann proposes to view error “not as an extraneous and misdirected or misdirecting accident, but as an
essential part of the process under consideration.” We also
need to understand how the information is encoded in living
organisms (for example, as a concentration of chemicals etc).
In [59], Berger expresses his ideas about coding theory in
biology as follows:
Given that DNA is a long “block” code in a finite alphabet with some redundancy, there would seem to be the
potential for coding there, and as I also point out such
coding might be more suitable to a high-latency, interorganism communication such as takes place during mating and gestation. But in a brief discussion with the
renowned Francis Crick of Crick & Watson fame about
three years ago, he said he was unaware at that time of
any solid evidence to that effect. Also in my Shannon
lecture write up, I suggest in a long footnote that there
may be some form of space-time coding taking place
with the emphasis heavily on space. The reason why
coding over time is of dubious value is that one must
keep firmly in mind that latency is crucial in many perception problems; there is no a prior determined time at
which a decision will be taken. Rather, the organism
must have a (suboptimal) decision ready at all times
based on what’s been processed so far. This need to be
“greedy” speaks against the employment of long block
and convolutional codes in the case of sensory perception/pattern recognition, too. However, there are now
iterative decoders of the turbo code type for certain simple convolutional code and other code families (MDPC
families, e.g.) with relatively short constraint lengths
which have the advantage that a turbo (i.e., iterative,
effectively maximum-likelihood-seeking) decoder (if
there can be said to be a decoder in the brain and anyone
can locate where) would be capable of producing a suboptimum decision at a moment’s notice. Moreover, this
suboptimal decision would become increasingly close to
optimum over time if it does turn out that the situation
allows for sufficient time prior to decision making.
In the following sections, we will consider two of the
important connections: one with genetic code and Gray code
and the other with the Mac Dónaill code found in purinepyrimidine and hydrogen donor-acceptor patterns in a
nucleotide base. The section on codes and quantum biology
considers the topological quantum error correction proposed
by Porter [61] in microtubule and a suggestion of Patel about
Grover’s quantum search algorithm and genetic code [57].
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The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology

The central dogma of molecular biology was suggested by
Crick [62], [63]. It suggests that information flows from
DNA to mRNA and to protein (see Figure 1). It was
observed by Yockey [53] that this is the property of genetic
code. His arguments are based on Shannon’s information
theory and the fact that entropy of the DNA sequence is
log2 (64) = 6 and the entropy of the protein sequence is
log2 (20). A model of central dogma as a communication
system has been studied by Yockey (in particular, for a
model of the channel see [3, p. 111]).
There have been some other attempts by Battail [64], Eigen
[65], May [66], and Roman-Roldan et al. [67], viewing it as a
communication channel. Some recent views are in [68]. Hopfield
[69]–[71] in a series of papers writes about error correction. For
more of his work, see the book by MacKay [72]. May, together
with her colleagues, has written several papers recently on modeling the process of protein synthesis as a coding theory problem
in prokaryotic organisms [73], [74]. The principle hypothesis in
her model is: If mRNA is viewed as a noisy encoded signal to
interpret the genetic translation, it is feasible to use principles of
error-control coding theory in initiation mechanism. Ribosome is
viewed as an error control decoder. She has tried even convolution code models [75] and iterative methods [76]. These models
have been applied to the Escherichia coli K-12. Clearly these
models are a good starting point, but a lot of work is needed [77].
Recently, Rosen and Moore have used finite field framework to
find redundant coding structure in DNA [78], [79] and Battail
examines the possible existence of soft codes, nested codes, and
turbo codes [80], [81]. The work of Battail is related to the more
general one of Barbieri regarding the existence of biological
codes at different information levels [82].
Gray Code and Genetic Code

Gray code is a binary linear code such
that if you write all the code words as an
array, then each codeword differs from
the next codeword by a Hamming distance of one. For example, at length 2, the
set C = {00, 01, 11, 10} is a Gray code
of length 2. This particular code was used
as a mapping from the ring of integers
modulo 4, i.e., Z4 → (Z2 )2 and is a
unique map that gives a new definition to
binary nonlinear Kerdock and Preparata
codes and solves the mystery about their
duality [83]. Various other applications of
Gray codes are known. There is a rich
history of the genetic code [3], [84], [4].
In fact, an interesting and short story
about its invention is given in [4]. Genetic
code is at the heart of the famous central
dogma of molecular biology. Genetic
code contains instructions to make protein. DNA stores information in an alphabet of size 4 viz {A, C, G, T}. Each letter
represents nucleotide bases adenine (A),
cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine
(T). When a cell decides to make a protein, it reads the portion of DNA that
codes for that protein. The portion of the
DNA that codes for a particular protein is
IEEE ENGINEERING IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY MAGAZINE
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called the gene for that protein. The reading of the gene is
done by a special molecule called RNA polymerase (yet
another protein), which then produces a transcript of the DNA
sequence in the form of a strand of messenger RNA. RNA is
ribonucleic acid, a substance that is like DNA in that it is
made up of four nucleotides, which in turn are made of organic bases and ribose phosphate. But the ribose in RNA has a
particular oxygen atom where the ribose in DNA does not.
mRNA has an alphabet of size 4, {A, C, G, U}, similar to
DNA but uracil (U) is in place of thymine (T).
A polymer is a molecule that is built up as a chain of smaller molecules, or monomers. Proteins are polymers with the
monomers as amino acids. (See Figure 2 for a list of all 20
amino acids). Thus, proteins have an alphabet of size 20, {All
20 amino acids}. The genetic code is a mapping from mRNA
to amino acids (see Table 3). Each amino acid is made of three
nucleotides called a triplet or codon. The process of creating
an mRNA from DNA is called transcription, and the process
of making protein from mRNA is called translation.
By assigning attributes of 0 or 1, one can get a unique binary
vector of length 6 from each amino acid as follows (see [85] and
[86] and the references therein). According to chemical type and
hydrogen binding, each base in DNA (mRNA) can be categorized.
Thus we assign A → 00, G → 01, C → 11, and U → 10.

DNA

mRNA
Transcription

Protein
Translation

Fig. 1. Genetic information flow.
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Fig. 2. A list of all 20 amino acids’ molecular structures.
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The first attribute is chemical character and the second
attribute is the hydrogen-bond character. For example, A and
G fall into same chemical type purines, whereas G and C fall
into different chemical types (G falls into purines and C falls
into pyrimidines). Similarly, A and U have weak hydrogen
bonds, and G and C have strong hydrogen bonds. If we apply
these maps to our genetic code codons, we will get a unique
binary vector of length 6 for each amino acid, and eventually
we get a Gray code representation of genetic code; see
Figure 3. Note that all of the 64 codons are at the vertices in
the figure, while some codons represent the same amino
acid. One can associate a number of different Gray codes,
depending upon the order of importance of the bits in a codeword [85]. Obviously, the next job is to check how good this
representation of genetic code is from a coding theory point
of view. This still has to be investigated in the sense of a
Gray map. A lot has been said about the symmetry of the
genetic code (for example, [3], [87]). Recently, Gonzalez
[88] gave another mathematical description of the genetic
code, describing the theoretical possibility of parity coding
along the sequences of DNA.

plementary pair depending upon the hydrogen bonds
between them, for example, G and C form a complementary
pair. One can represent the donor-acceptor pattern of each
nucleotide as a string of three bits. For example, if a donor is
(arbitrarily) represented as 1 and an acceptor as 0, the pattern
100 would encode C and 011 would encode G. Further, if a
purine is represented by 0 and a pyrimidine by 1, the full
codeword for C would be 100, 1 and for G would be 011, 0.
Thus, we can assign the following:
C 1001
G 0110
A 1010
T 0101.
In other words, nucleotides may be depicted as positions on a
hypercube, represented by a cube within a cube. The position of
a nucleotide is determined by its donor/acceptor pattern, while
the purine/pyrimidine nature determines whether it belongs on
the inner cube (pyrimidines) or outer cube (purines).
Codes and Quantum Biology

Mac Dónaill Code

Mac Dónaill of Dublin College, Ireland, discovered in August
2002 a binary (4, 4, 2) even parity code in the nucleotide
alphabet by assigning a binary vector of length 4 to each base.
This assignment was based on hydrogen donor-acceptor patterns found in nucleotides [10], [89]. This work was motivated
by Yockey’s arbitrary assignment of a binary vector of length
5 to each base and the work of Szathmary [90]. Here we
describe it in detail.
We know that nucleotide bases can be classified according
to their rings: purines, with two rings; R:(A, G), and pyrimidines, with one ring; Y:(C, T/U). In a DNA molecule, we
only have C and T in pyrimidines. These bases form a com-

Table 3. Genetic code (from [44]).
5 END
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Microtubules and Codes

Microtubules (MTs) [91], [92] are cylindrical polymers of the
protein tublin and are 25 nanometers in diameter (see Figure 4).
In fact, much of the cell cytoskeleton is made of microtubule
(MT). They self assemble to determine cell shape and function.
It is like a strong tunnel that links distant parts of the cell to
each other. Tubulin by virtue of its tertiary structure likes to
polymerize and form strong tunnels. Each tubulin is a peanutshaped 8-nm dimer consisting of α and β monomers. The
tubulin dimer within MTs is arranged in a skew hexagonal lattice, which is slightly twisted. Each tubulin has an electric
dipole moment due to an asymmetric charge distribution. Thus,
MT is a lattice of oriented dipoles that can be in different phases including spin-glass phase. It has been proposed that MTs
can store both classical and quantum information and actually
do the computation. Tubulin work as a cellular automaton in
the walls of MTs. Tubulin can exist in two conformations

UAC
UAG

AAG
UGU

UUG

UAA

AAC
UGC

UUC

UAU

UUA

AUC

AAU

AAA

UUU

UCC

AUG
UCU

AUU

AUA

UCG UCA
GUC GUU
GAU
AGC AGU
ACC ACU
GAG GAA
GUG GUA
ACG ACA
AGG AGA
CAC CAU
CUC CUU

UGG UGA

GAC

CAG CAA
GGC GGU
GGG GGA
CGC
CGG

CGU

CGA

GCC
GCG

CUA

GCA

CCC
CCG

CUG
GCU

CCU

CCA

Fig. 3. A Gray code representation of the genetic code.
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determined by quantum London forces in a hyperbolic pocket or superposition of both conformations (see Figure 5). The
motion of an object between two conformational states of
tubulin is equivalent to two curvatures in space-time geometry
represented as a two-dimensional (2-D) space-time sheet.
Thus, MT appears to be most promising candidate for information processing. Several authors have looked at the possibility of classical information processing and quantum information
processing in MTs [93], [94]. Therefore, a natural question is
what kind of error-correction mechanism do they have? To
answer this question, [93] is a good starting point for classical
information processing. Penrose, Hameroff, Hagan, and
Tuszynski make proposals about quantum computation in brain
MTs (see [95] and references therein). In fact, Porter suggested a
topological quantum error correction in MTs very recently [61].
Porter assumes special 2-D particles (he calls them anyons) that
are involved in topological quantum computing by moving
around each other on the wall of MT. His argument about anyon
goes as follows. All known particles are “bosons” or “fermions.”
Bosons gather together while fermions stay apart. If you swap
two bosons, their quantum state will not change; however, if we
swap two fermions, their quantum state will be multiplied by
−1. The spin-statistics theorem says that these are the only possibilities in three dimension. In two dimension, the phase factor
modifying the quantum state can be any complex number of size
1; thus the name “any-on.” None of the elementary particles are
anyons, but there can be anyonic “quasiparticles” made of a
group of electrons [61]. In Freedman’s model of topological
quantum computing, the anyons will be localized patterns of
qubit flips created in pairs. Since the MT can be seen as an array
of qubits, the creation of topological states requires the prior
existence of a domain of coherently coupled dimer-qubits that
rings the MT. Once such a “quantum ring” exists, anyonic
motions can create a robust multiqubit entanglement. This speculation still must be investigated in more detail [61]. Penrose has
suggested that Fibonacci patterns on microtubules may be optimal for error correction [96]. As these ideas are quite nascent, we
need rigorous analysis and experimental verifications.

isms have four nucleotide bases and 20 amino acids. The second
case shows that today’s genetic code evolved from a simpler
one with ten amino acids. So, if there is a quantum computer, a
natural question is then what kind of error correction?
Recently, a quantum mechanical model of adaptive mutation has been experimented by McFadden and Khalili [98].
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Grover’s Search Algorithm and Genetic Code

Patel studies DNA replication and protein synthesis from a
computer science point of view [57]. According to his proposal, there is a quantum computer working behind four
nucleotide bases and 20 amino acids. These numbers arise as a
solution to an optimization problem. Grover gave an algorithm
for searching an unordered database of N objects on a quantum computer [97]. More precisely, this optimal quantum
search algorithm relates the number of objects N that can be
distinguished by a number of yes/no queries Q according to

α
β

β

Fig. 4. A microtubule [94].

π
.
2

The solutions of this for small values of Q have special
significance for the number of building blocks involved in
genetic information processing according to Patel

Q = 1, N = 4; Q = 2, N = 10.5; Q = 3, N = 20.2.
Identification of a binary quantum query with nucleotide
base-pairing gives a natural explanation of why living organIEEE ENGINEERING IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY MAGAZINE

Fig. 5. Tubulin can exist in superposition of both conformations [96].
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Many such hypotheses are emerging in quantum biology.
Still, one has to investigate the error-correction mechanism in
such systems.
Conclusions

Information processing in biology is a fast-emerging field,
and coding and information theory for biological systems is
still in its infancy. We hope in the future that this new field
will become very important to understand how biology is
doing information technology at the molecular level. The
quest for information processing principles in life sciences
has begun seriously (for example, a main aim of the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute’s recently opened
Janelia research farm is “the identification of the general
principles that govern how information is processed by
neuronal circuits” [100]. We have more questions than
answers at this moment in this area. We need to search for
classical and quantum codes and, in some cases, different
types of coding. Perhaps a cellular automata model will be
helpful in some cases. We need coding and information
theorists to look at this. In particular, we need solid mathematical foundations. If we can solve the problem of protein
folding with such techniques, it will change the future of
medicine. We need the analogue of Shannon’s theorems,
and we need to classify the biological communication
channels. Certainly, we need to extend the domain of coding and information theory in order to understand the biological communication systems [99]. Today, a revolution
in biology is being led not only by biologists but by computer scientists, engineers, and mathematicians (one such
example is Eric S. Lander, who was the key person
involved in the human and mouse genome projects. He was
trained as a coding theorist and not as a biologist).
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